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Lagrangian models (LMs) track the 
movement of fluid parcels in their moving 
frame of reference. As such, scientists using 
LMs are forced, in a way, to imagine them-
selves moving with the parcel and experi-
encing the effects of advection, turbulence, 
and changes in the parcel’s environment.

LMs have advanced in sophistication over 
recent decades, allowing them to be used 
increasingly for both scientific and societal 
purposes. For example, it is common prac-
tice now for researchers around the world 
to apply LMs to examine a wide spectrum 
of geophysical phenomena. Atmospheric 
chemists can track intercontinental trans-
port of pollution plumes [Stohl et al., 2002] 
or airborne radioactivity [Wotawa et al., 
2006]. By running LMs backward in time 
[Flesch et al., 1995; Lin et al., 2003], instru-
mentalists can establish the source regions 
of observed atmospheric species with high 
computational efficiency [Ryall et al., 2001]. 
Therefore, LMs are being used increasingly 
to quantify sources and sinks of greenhouse 
gases by combining simulations with obser-
vations in an inverse modeling framework 
[Trusilova et al., 2010]. Such “top-down” 
emissions estimation is receiving growing 
acceptance as an independent tool to test 
the veracity of emissions inventories and to 
verify adherence to treaties.

A recent indication of the tremendous 
societal importance of LMs was their role in 
predicting the spread of volcanic ash from 
the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull volcano in 
Iceland. Figure 1 demonstrates the power of 
LMs to accurately track the multiday disper-
sion of a plume as it eventually transforms 
into a complicated filamentary structure. 
The example further demonstrates the great 
potential of applying LMs in combination 
with data assimilation and inverse modeling 
to improve source estimates and the simula-
tion of hazardous plumes.

As Lagrangian modeling increases in 
complexity and popularity, it is imperative 
to reexamine the physical foundations and 

implementation aspects of LMs used today. 
From this, scientists can build a road map 
of further steps needed to move Lagrangian 
modeling forward and to ensure its success-
ful application in the future.

Physical and Technical Constraints

As opposed to Eulerian models (which 
use grid cells that are fixed in place), LMs 
are known to create minimal numerical dif-
fusion and thus are capable of preserving 
gradients in tracer concentration. Addition-
ally, Lagrangian integration is numerically 
stable, meaning that models can take big-
ger time steps. Furthermore, the Lagrangian 
framework is a natural way to model turbu-
lence, as it is a closer physical analog to the 
pathways traced by eddies.

These advantages served as the inspiration 
from which Lagrangian particle dispersion 
models (LPDMs) have evolved, in which air 
parcels are modeled as infinitesimally small 
particles that are transported with random 
velocities representing turbulence. LPDMs 
often track many thousands to millions of 
particles in three dimensions and are more 
sophisticated than simple trajectory or puff 
models. With the availability of computa-
tional resources, full three- dimensional LPDM 
simulations that were expensive to run just a 
decade ago are now routinely carried out.

A key guiding principle for the develop-
ment of LPDMs has been the “well-mixed cri-
terion” (WMC), a consequence of the second 
law of thermodynamics [Thomson, 1987]. 
The WMC states that particles that are dis-
tributed according to atmospheric density 
(i.e., that are “well mixed”) must remain so in 
the LPDM simulation. LPDMs can violate the 
WMC due to physical inconsistencies in mete-
orological fields or model parameterizations. 
One way to reveal such inconsistencies is by 
comparing forward- versus backward- time 
simulations that, in the ideal case, should 
yield the same results [Lin et al., 2003]. How-
ever, imposing the WMC does not determine 
a unique model formulation except in simple 
cases [Wilson and Flesch, 1993].

Lagrangian simulations are usually 
driven with observed meteorological data 

sets or full meteorological fields outputted 
from general circulation models (GCMs) 
or numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
models. Because of limited computational 
resources, variables may be omitted or reso-
lution may be degraded in the output. This 
can lead to violation of basic conservation 
principles (mass, energy, momentum) with 
adverse effects on the quality of the simula-
tions [Nehrkorn et al., 2010].

Parameterizing subgrid-scale processes 
is probably the least advanced aspect of 
Lagrangian modeling today. For example, 
parameterizing the planetary boundary layer 
(PBL) height is crucial, since transport of 
trace gases is strongly dependent on it; yet 
methods to diagnose PBL height from NWP-
outputted meteorological fields are still 
unsatisfactory [Seibert et al., 2000]. Another 
example is parameterization of moist con-
vection. The role of convection in redis-
tributing atmospheric tracers necessitates 
a description of updrafts/ downdrafts that 
are consistent with the parent models (GCM 
or NWP). While the corresponding mass 
fluxes can be used to describe the convec-
tive motion of Lagrangian particles [For-
ster et al., 2007], departures from WMC can 
result if such mass fluxes are not properly 
constructed [Nehrkorn et al., 2010].

Moving forward, it will be important for 
LPDM developers to maintain close linkages 
with parent gridded models as well as to 
improve parameterizations of subgrid-scale 
processes.

Quantifying Uncertainties

LMs are widely used in applications 
requiring uncertainty estimates, such as 
determining greenhouse gas emissions and 
preparing for emergencies associated with 
toxic releases (as witnessed in the recent 
nuclear disaster at Japan’s Fukushima I 
power plant). Because of this, it is impor-
tant to construct methods that enable errors 
in LMs to be propagated into the resulting 
predictions, e.g., tracer concentrations or 
air parcel positions given with quantifiable 
uncertainties. Errors in LMs have roughly 
five origins: interpolation in space and time, 
numerical truncation, ill- defined starting 
position, wind fields, and model formulation 
(see the review paper by Stohl [1998] for 
exposition on each of these error sources).

Several methods have been proposed 
to deal with such uncertainties. Ensemble 
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methods originally developed for NWP 
applications and governed by the idea that 
a series of different models or model runs 
can be used to represent uncertainty have 
inspired similar approaches in LPDMs [Gal-
marini et al., 2004]. Another approach is 
to calculate “error trajectories” [Kahl and 
Samson, 1988] that incorporate uncertain-
ties within the motions of the Lagrangian air 
parcels. This can be implemented by simply 
increasing the diffusivity [Maryon and Best, 
1995] or by modifying the trajectory traced 
by the air parcel with an error velocity that 
reflects quantified uncertainties in wind 
fields [Lin and Gerbig, 2005].

LMs ultimately need to be tested against 
observations. Such comparisons can 
reveal the aggregate impact of errors from 
all five sources, helping to constrain model 
parameters. Laboratory experiments of dis-
persion in different media have served as 
good tests for LMs under idealized condi-
tions. But for tests in the real atmosphere 
over regional scales, tracer release experi-
ments have served as the “gold standard” 
for evaluating models. In these experi-
ments, known tracer amounts are released 
at known locations into the atmosphere 
and measured at downwind locations. 
Despite their value, more than 15 years 
have elapsed since the last major tracer 
release experiment was carried out. Fur-
thermore, with a few notable exceptions 
(e.g., Across North America Tracer Experi-
ment (ANATEX) over 3 months [Draxler 
and Heffter, 1989]), such experiments have 
been limited in temporal scope. More com-
prehensive tracer release experiments will 
be required in the future.

Looking Ahead

The development and application of 
Lagrangian modeling have experienced 
explosive growth over the past decade. The 
rise in computing power enables the devel-
opment of newer, more sophisticated LMs 
by different research groups around the 
world. Some new developments include cou-
pling of large-eddy simulations with LMs 
[Weil et al., 2004], sophisticated atmospheric 
chemistry models that predict concentra-
tion fluctuations in turbulent flow [Sawford, 
2006], and the use of Lagrangian air parcels 
themselves to solve the atmospheric dynam-
ical equations [Alam and Lin, 2008].

As the use of LMs continues to increase, 
several issues must be considered in their 
future development. For example, how can 
fundamental physical principles be satisfied 
by LMs as they increase in complexity and 
sophistication? How can parameterizations of 
atmospheric processes in LMs be improved? 
How can uncertainties in Lagrangian simu-
lations be quantitatively assessed? How can 
LMs be properly coupled to Eulerian NWP/
GCM models? What observations are avail-
able to test and validate LMs?

Because Lagrangian simulations are 
becoming commonplace, familiarity can 

breed contempt, and the danger is that 
LMs will be taken for granted. Lest LMs be 
improperly developed or used, certain issues 
need to be kept in mind. These include the 
need for

 • attention to physical principles such as 
the well-mixed criterion and conserva-
tion properties;

 • large-scale tracer release experiments 
that take place over a long period of 
time and cover regional scales;

 • communication between NWP centers 
and users of the meteorological fields 
in LMs to ensure seamless information 
transfer; and 

 • quantification of uncertainties and 
development of error propagation 
methods into the variables of interest.

With these issues in mind, LMs can continue 
to evolve into an even more robust method for 
studying atmospheric processes in the future.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of a dispersion simulation of the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash plume against 
satellite observations on 17 April 2010 at 1000 UTC, about 2 days after the main eruption. 
(top) Simulated ash columns (courtesy of Stephan Henne) based on the Lagrangian particle dis-
persion model (LPDM) FLEXPART that includes several million particles released proportional to 
emission strengths estimated through inverse analysis by Stohl et al. [2011]. (bottom) Satellite-
derived ash radiance index (ARI), which represents the brightness temperature difference (in 
kelvins) between infrared channels at 8.12 and 8.62 microns (courtesy of Lieven Clarisse). ARI 
data are from the Infrared Atmospheric Sounder Interferometer (IASI) and are approximately 
proportional to ash column mass [Clarisse et al., 2010]. For ease of comparison, contours of 
FLEXPART- simulated ash column mass are also shown. Note the good similarity between simula-
tion and observation, demonstrating how LPDMs can be used to anticipate the effects of events 
that have geologic and societal importance.
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